Placenta of discordant twins: lack of change in histochemically detectable enzyme activities
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We localised three important enzymes histochemically in placental trophoblasts from women who gave birth to dichorionic discordant twins, in which the co-twin was affected by foetal growth restriction (FGR). The enzymes studied were adenosine diphosphate-degrading enzyme (ADP-degrading enzyme, plasma membrane enzyme), cytochrome c oxidase (mitochondrial enzyme), and glucose-6-phosphatase (endoplasmic reticular enzyme). We compared these enzyme activities and their distribution patterns among placentas of the smaller (FGR) co-twin, larger co-twin, pre-eclamptic singleton with FGR, and normal singletons with birth weight of appropriate for their gestational ages. In FGR co-twin placentas, the intensity and localisation pattern of these three enzymes did not differ from those seen in the larger co-twin and normal singleton placentas. Decreased ADP-degrading activity and cytochrome c oxidase negative mitochondria, which were characteristic features of pre-eclamptic trophoblasts, were not observed in FGR co-twin placentas. These observations indicated that, in the FGR co-twin, enzyme-histochemically detectable trophoblastic cell dysfunction may be absent, or if present, less prominent, compared with pre-eclamptic FGR. We previously reported that placental trophoblasts from singleton idiopathic FGR also showed no reduction in these enzyme activities. In mechanism and pathophysiology, FGR in dichorionic discordant twins may be quite different from pre-eclamptic FGR, but somewhat resembles idiopathic FGR, though all three disorders lead to placental insufficiency, resulting in limited foetal growth. Twin Research (2000) 3, 123–128.
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Introduction

Weight discordancy in twins with growth restriction in one foetus, is a major cause of perinatal morbidity and mortality in not only monochorionic but also in dichorionic twins.1–3 Erkkola et al4 observed that perinatal mortality of discordant twin pairs, defined as a 25% difference in birth weight, was approximately 2.5 times higher than that of non-discordant ones. Whilst in monochorionic twins the discordancy is mostly attributed to placental vascular communications,1,3 the aetiology of discordant dichorionic twins has not been determined. Some factors that cause foetal growth restriction (FGR) in a singleton may also cause a single foetus growth restriction in twins, thus resulting in dichorionic discordant twins. Foetal malformation, chromosomal anomalies, intrauterine infection, and cord anomaly are examples of these factors.4,5 In addition to these, one type of FGR exists which is due to a common disorder – FGR as a result of pre-eclampsia.

The detailed mechanism by which pre-eclampsia leads to FGR remains unknown. Recently, however, we have found that activities and subcellular distribution patterns of some important placental enzymes, such as ADP-degrading enzyme (a plasma membrane enzyme)6 and cytochrome c oxidase (CCO, a mitochondrial enzyme),7 changed in placental trophoblasts in patients with severe pre-eclampsia complicated by FGR. In pre-eclampsia, dysfunction of the placental trophoblasts may be present at each cell level, which may lead to placental insufficiency, finally resulting in FGR.6,7 If cytochemically detectable trophoblast dysfunction also exists in smaller co-twin placenta, similar to the pre-eclamptic placenta, the same mechanism may be functioning in the pathogenesis and pathophysiology in discordant twin FGR and pre-eclampsia. If not, a different mechanism might be present. Does trophoblast cell dysfunction also exist in FGR placenta of dichorionic discordant twins, similar to pre-eclamptic placenta? In another recent report, we demonstrated the presence of glucose-6-phosphatase (G6Pase, a glucose generating enzyme) in human placental trophoblasts.9 Since glucose is the major fuel for foetal growth, reduction or change in G6Pase activity may be expected to occur in FGR co-twin.
placenta. Does placental G6Pase activity change in this circumstance? The present study was the first effort to answer these questions, using ultrastructural enzyme histochemistry.

Materials and methods

Placentas from 22 pregnant Japanese women were studied. Subjects consisted of the following three groups of women who delivered:

1. Dichorionic discordant twins, defined as a 25% difference in birth weight, without clinical signs of pre-eclampsia (33–37 weeks’ gestation) (n = 6);
2. Singleton FGR babies, having signs of severe pre-eclampsia (30–38 weeks’ gestation) (n = 6); and
3. Singleton infants appropriate for their gestational ages (AGA) without evidence of pre-eclampsia (29–38 weeks’ gestation) (n = 10, normal control).

In discordant twins, all smaller co-twins were light for their gestational ages (FGR; under 1.5 standard deviation (–1.5 SD)), defined according to growth standard of the Japanese twin population. Chorionicity was determined by postpartum histological examination. Among six twin pairs, five pairs were of opposite gender and the remaining one of like-gender. The mother of this like-gender twin received artificial ovulation induction by hMG, followed by gamete intrafallopian transfer (GIFT). Therefore, though we did not perform genotype analysis of the placentas or the infants, the majority in group (1) were considered to be dizygotic twins. In singleton pre-eclamptic pregnancy, FGR was defined as a birth weight under 1.5 SD in the Japanese population.10 Severe pre-eclampsia was defined according to the criteria of the Japanese Society of Obstetrics and Gynecology as having a maternal blood pressure ≥ 160/110 mmHg on at least two separate occasions, or a urinary protein level ≥ 200 mg/dl. All 22 women delivered infants by Caesarean section due to discordant twins (group 1), foetal distress (group 2) and previous Caesarean section or breech presentation with uncontrollable uterine contractions (group 3). None of the infants had any signs of chromosomal anomalies, malformations or congenital infections. Macroscopic observation and routine histological examinations did not reveal the presence of placental or cord abnormalities. There was no significant differences in gestational weeks among the three groups. After obtaining informed consent from all women, several pieces of macroscopically normal placental tissue were taken from the maternal surface within 1 min of placental delivery. In twins, specimens were taken both from the placenta of the smaller (FGR) infant and that of the larger one. Procedures employed for enzyme histochemistry have been described in detail in our previous papers.6–8 In brief, tissues were fixed in 0.5–2.0% glutaraldehyde solutions in a cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) for 30 min at 4°C. For the cytochemical detection of the enzyme activities, placental sections of 40 µm thickness were incubated at 37°C in the following reaction media: lead nitrate medium11–13 for ADP-degrading enzyme, diaminobenzidine medium14 for CCO, and cerium medium15 for G6Pase. Sections then were post-fixed in 1.0% buffered osmium tetroxide, dehydrated and embedded in epoxy resin. Ultra thin sections were prepared and observed under a transmission electron microscope.

Results

Electron-dense precipitates indicating ADP-degrading enzyme activity were visible on the apical plasma membranes of the syncytiotrophoblasts (Figure 1a–d). In placentas from pre-eclampsia, the precipitates decreased markedly (Figure 1c), which was in accordance with our previous data.6 The precipitates in FGR co-twin placenta were as dense as those in the larger co-twin and normal AGA placenta (Figure 1a,b,d).

CCO staining was localized with mitochondria in trophoblasts (Figure 2a–d, Figure 2a‘–d‘). In pre-eclamptic placenta, some mitochondria exhibited positive CCO staining and others did not (Figure 2c, c‘), which agreed well with our previous observations.7 In the FGR co-twin, all mitochondria were stained for CCO, and no CCO-negative mitochondria were observed (Figure 2a, a‘). The larger co-twin (Figure 2b, b‘) and normal singleton AGA placenta (Figure 2d, d‘) did not have CCO-negative mitochondria either.

Precipitates indicative of G6Pase were demonstrated in syncytiotrophoblastic reticulum, as was previously described by us (Figure 3a–d).5 The intensities and distribution were the same among the four specimens (Figure 3a–d). There were no significant differences in staining intensity or staining pattern within the placentas from the same group, nor significant variations in findings among specimens taken from the same placenta. Thus the observations
Figure 1  ADP-degrading enzyme activities in human placental trophoblasts indicated by electron-dense precipitates visible in the apical plasma membranes. In pre-eclamptic trophoblasts (c), precipitates were significantly weaker than those in FGR co-twin (a), larger co-twin (b), and normal AGA singleton placenta (d). Trophoblasts from FGR co-twin (a) exhibited the same enzyme intensity as normal AGA (d). Bar: 1 μm; ivs: intervillous space; s: syncytiotrophoblast.

Figure 2  Cytochrome c oxidase (CCO) activity. * areas in a, b, c and d are reproduced at higher magnification in a', b', c' and d'. In FGR co-twin placental trophoblasts (a, a'), although some mitochondria exhibited weaker staining (arrowheads), all mitochondria stained positive for CCO, similar to those of larger co-twin (b, b') and normal AGA (d, d'). In pre-eclampsia (c, c'), CCO-positive (**) and negative (arrows) mitochondria co-existed in syncytiotrophoblast. Pre-eclamptic cytotrophoblast also had both CCO-positive (*) and negative (arrows) mitochondria (c). Bar: 1 μm; ivs: intervillous space; s: syncytiotrophoblast; c: cytotrophoblast.
made on these sections were believed to be representative findings of various placental specimens.

**Discussion**

FGR in dichorionic twins is quite risky. Recent advances in infertility treatment have increased the occurrence of dichorionic twin gestation, thus the frequency of dichorionic twin FGR has also increased. The perinatal death rate of twins with discordancy was reported to be 2.5 times higher than those without. A cohort study we performed on the outcome of dichorionic twins indicated a much higher risk. The risk of adverse outcome was 5.8 times higher in dichorionic pairs with weight discordancy (≥25%), compared with that in those without. All the affected foetuses/neonates were the smaller co-twins. These indicated that the FGR co-twin is at high risk, but data highlighting the pathogenesis and pathophysiology are relatively few. In particular, research into the placental morphological aspect has been lacking. The aetiology of FGR in dichorionic discordant twins remains elusive. Differences in genetic potential, foetal gender, congenital anomalies and anatomical abnormalities of the cord such as velamentous cord insertion have been considered contributing factors in disparate foetal growth between dichorionic twins, all of which also affect foetal growth in singleton pregnancy.

One common cause of FGR in singleton pregnancy is placental insufficiency due to pre-eclampsia. The detailed mechanism of how pre-eclampsia induces FGR remains obscure, but recently we made an important observation concerning this. In placental trophoblasts from pre-eclampsia with FGR, there was a reduction in ADP-degrading enzyme activity and CCO activity, which was also confirmed in the present study. ADP-degrading enzyme, present in apical syncytial membranes facing the intervillous maternal blood, hydrolyses ADP (a potent platelet aggregator) to AMP (an anti-platelet aggregator), protecting the maternal blood against aggregation, thus maintains the microcirculation of the intervillous space. CCO is a mitochondrial enzyme, which supplies energy within cells. Reduction in these two enzyme activities may impair the placental microcirculation and energy supply within trophoblasts, which may lead to placental insufficiency, and finally to FGR. Thus, in placentas from patients with pre-eclamptic FGR, cytochemically detectable trophoblastic dysfunction does exist at each trophoblast cell level, which may be a causal factor of placental insufficiency and FGR. In the present study, however, enzyme activities and distribution of these two enzymes did not differ between smaller co-twin, larger co-twin, and normal singleton AGA placentas. Reduction in ADP-degrading enzyme activity and occurrence of CCO-negative mitochondria, which were characteristic of pre-eclamptic trophoblasts, did not occur in FGR co-twin placentas. A different mechanism may be functioning at each trophoblast cell level between placentas of pre-eclampsia and discordant twins, although both placentas accompany limited foetal growth.

Another common cause of FGR is singleton idiopathic FGR. Idiopathic FGR is defined as limited foetal growth without apparent causes, such as pre-eclampsia, uterine anomaly, foetal malformation etc. FGR co-twin placenta resembles idiopathic FGR placenta, rather than pre-eclamptic placenta, according to the two following morphological observations. First, placentas of smaller co-twin in dichorionic discordant twins exhibited the same macro or microscopic lesions as those observed in singleton idiopathic FGR placentas. Lesions observed were infarction, abruptio, decidual vasculopathy, villitis,
intraplacental thrombi, and villous fibrosis.\textsuperscript{16} Second, placetas of FGR co-twin and idiopathic FGR exhibited the same subcellular pattern as far as cytochemically detectable enzymes were concerned.\textsuperscript{17} Our recent data\textsuperscript{17} indicated that idiopathic FGR placenta did not exhibit either reduction in ADP-degrading enzymes or appearance of COO-negative mitochondria (characteristics of pre-eclamptic placenta), which findings are in complete agreement with those in FGR co-twin placetas observed in the present study. Concerning the morphological features of pre-eclamptic and idiopathic FGR placetas, some previous observations are worth reviewing. Villous structure and intervillous oxygen content are quite different in these two diseases.\textsuperscript{18–20} In pre-eclampsia, there was hypoxia in the intervillus space, leading to syncytiotrophoblastic necrosis and cytotrophoblast proliferation, whilst in idiopathic FGR, there was intevillous hyperoxia, leading to reduction in the number of cytotrophoblasts.\textsuperscript{18–20} Although we did not analyse the number of cytotrophoblast nor intervillous oxygen concentration in the present study, there is a high expectation that hyperoxia in the intervillous space will occur in FGR co-twin placetas as well, considering the striking morphological and enzyme-histochemical similarities between FGR co-twin and idiopathic FGR placetas. Whilst hypoxia in pre-eclampsia leads to enzyme dysfunction in syncytium, hyperoxia in the FGR co-twin intervillous space may maintain these placental enzyme activities. Thus, FGR co-twin placetas may not exhibit the reduction in enzyme activities. We do not have direct evidence, so this remains hypothetical but reasonable.

What, then, induces FGR in dichorionic twins? In idiopathic FGR placenta, marked reduction in total trophoblastic surface area,\textsuperscript{21} and structural abnormalities of placental foetal vessels (long, poorly branched foetal capillaries; thus not well functioning vessels)\textsuperscript{19} were reported. These morphological abnormalities are greatly expected to be present in FGR co-twin placetas, considering the structural similarities of these two disorders. Further, as mentioned above, FGR co-twin and idiopathic FGR placetas shared the same macro/microscopic lesions, and both lacked enzyme reduction at each cell level. Thus, we conclude that in FGR co-twin placetas, dysfunction at each trophoblast cell level does not exist, unlike pre-eclamptic placenta. However, this placenta, similar to that in idiopathic FGR, cannot function well as a whole, which may lead to placental insufficiency and finally to FGR. From the morphological perspective, in FGR co-twin placenta, difference from pre-eclampsia, but resemblance to idiopathic FGR, was strongly suggested. Taking all these observations from our research and that of other researchers into account, it was suggested that pathogenesis and pathophysiology of the FGR co-twin may be the same as, or at least resemble, those of idiopathic FGR, but quite different from those of pre-eclampsia.

Recently, we demonstrated that one important placental enzyme, i.e G6Pase, existed in human placental trophoblasts,\textsuperscript{9} the presence of which has long been controversial. This enzyme hydrolyzes glucose-6-phosphate to glucose, and thus may play a role in delivering glucose to the foetus.\textsuperscript{9} G6Pase may contribute to foetal growth. In FGR co-twin, foetal hypoglycaemia was reported to be present,\textsuperscript{22} thus change or reduction in G6Pase enzyme activity may be expected to occur. However, there was no reduction in cytochemically detectable G6Pase activity in FGR co-twin placetas. Pre-eclamptic trophoblasts also exhibited the same distribution pattern for this enzyme. Placental glucose production by G6Pase may remain intact in these FGR placetas.

The detailed mechanism of limited foetal growth in pre-eclampsia and idiopathic FGR is yet unknown. Thus, even though in the present study we characterised cytochemically detectable enzyme activities in FGR co-twin placetas, and thus shed light on the enzyme-histochemical similarities or differences among placetas with these three disorders, the question remains to be solved how FGR occurs in dichorionic discordant twins. Further study on a large population, using methods other than enzyme histochemistry (biochemistry, molecular biology, and other techniques) would be necessary to elucidate this important issue.
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